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Editor’s Note 
 

 

Greetings readers! 

 

It is our pleasure to bring to you the contributions of the first year Finance student writers for the 

month of January 2019. The writers have put in their effort on different topics and laced it with 

their creativity to put forth a variety of content ranging from highlighting the achievements of 

financial leaders and companies to noting the recent financial innovations and economic numbers. 

The issue also offers a brief overview of the recent regulatory announcements and actions as well 

as the unfortunate frauds that happened. We believe that this newsletter will provide you with a 

quick and balanced insight of the recent financial activity as well as a peek into the students’ co-

curricular activities held through the Finance Club. 

 

Team Chaanakya expresses sincere gratitude to our Dean, Dr. Suniti Phadke, Head of 

Specialisation, Prof. Mareena Mathew, Faculty co-ordinator Dr. Priyanshi Gupta, our expert 

specialisation mentors and all the contributors whose active co-operation made this issue possible 

and fruitful.  

PASSIONATE TEAM 

Wishing our readers, a happy reading. 

 

Best wishes, 

Team Chaanakya 
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Activity No. Date Details 

1. 12th January 2019 Finance club orientation 

2. 14th January 2019 An orientation of TrackInvest - mock trading platform conducted by 

Arjun Chakraborti 

3. 16th January 2019 Lecture by Miami University Professor. Karen J De Meyst on the 

topic Corporate Social Responsibility and the role of practitioners 

4. 17th January 2019 Orientation on Chartered Wealth Management by Mr. Deepak Jain, 

Country Head (AAFM) 

5. 24th January 2019 Finance Club Activity: Group Discussion, Quiz on recent Financial 

news 

6. 25th January 2019 Finance Club Activity: Group Discussion, Game on Financial terms 

 

                  

  

 

Finance Club Activities: January 2019 
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SOURCE- https://www.bseindia.com/stock-share-price/reliance-industries-ltd/reliance/500325/# 

Reliance Industries Ltd. has performed the best amongst BSE Sensex 30 in the month of January as they had a 

consistent growth throughout the month compared to other stocks in SENSEX 30. Thorough research was done 

for all BSE Sensex 30 companies and Reliance Industries Ltd was the best performed stock from 31st December 

2018 to 25th January 2019 at a growth rate of 11.17% beating Infosys at 10.66%. The reasons are as below- 

• The S&P BSE Oil and Gas index was traded at 0.03% higher which led to up to 1.02% increase in RIL 

share price which became the top led stock index on 24th January 2019, which was a driving force for 

demand of RIL. 

• RIL gets nod from Competition Commission of India (CCI) to acquire major stakes in Hathway cable and 

datacom of 51.3% and Den networks of 66% for total consideration of Rs.5230 crores. 

• The company reported an increase of 9.12% in consolidated sales in the 3rd quarter ending on 31st 

December 2018, which shows an upward in sales of 56.69% from last year because of the latest 

investments and a large customer base. 

• Reliance is also launching Jio fibernet across India at affordable prices to acquire a major share in the 

fibernet market, and also that they are launching dish TV which was the reason for acquiring of Den and 

Hathway who were in the same market. 

• RIL is the only producer of Low-Density Polyethylene in India, and saw increase in market share from 

35% to 53% post commissioning of Refinery Off Gas Cracker (ROGC) (Ethylene is the basic building 

block for large number of petrochemicals) 

• Overall it can be said that RIL is at the stage improving their products and services for the acquisition of 

major share in the markets that it is investing, because of the huge success of Jio in the market people have 

believed that the RIL will perform well and that now is the best time to invest as it is in the stage of growth 

which is causing a huge demand for stocks and increase in the share price of RIL and also that the revenues 

of the company is increasing at an incredible pace making it a good investment right now. 

REFERENCES: 

• https://m.economictimes.com/reliance-industries-ltd/stocks/companyid-13215.cms 

• https://www.indiainfoline.com/article/general-editors-choice/why-has-the-stock-price-of-reliance-industries-

doubled-over-the-last-two-years-118080300836_1.html 

• https://m.economictimes.com/markets/stocks/news/share-market-update-omcs-trade-mixed-ril-rises-

1nbsp/amp_articleshow/67669268.cms 

Sudhanva S 

1828622  

Top Stock of the Month 

STOCK 31-Dec-18 25-Jan-19 % CHANGE 

RELIANCE 1121.05 1246.25 11.17% 

INFOSYS 659.85 730.20 10.66% 

SENSEX 36068.33 36025.54 -0.12% 

Reliance Industries Ltd. 

https://www.bseindia.com/stock-share-price/reliance-industries-ltd/reliance/500325/
https://m.economictimes.com/reliance-industries-ltd/stocks/companyid-13215.cms
https://www.indiainfoline.com/article/general-editors-choice/why-has-the-stock-price-of-reliance-industries-doubled-over-the-last-two-years-118080300836_1.html
https://www.indiainfoline.com/article/general-editors-choice/why-has-the-stock-price-of-reliance-industries-doubled-over-the-last-two-years-118080300836_1.html
https://m.economictimes.com/markets/stocks/news/share-market-update-omcs-trade-mixed-ril-rises-1nbsp/amp_articleshow/67669268.cms
https://m.economictimes.com/markets/stocks/news/share-market-update-omcs-trade-mixed-ril-rises-1nbsp/amp_articleshow/67669268.cms
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Woman Power at GM  
 

 

 
Ms. Dhivya Suryadevara was the first woman in history to be appointed as the Chief Finance Officer of 

General Motors on June 13, 2018. A woman being appointed to a C-suite position is a rare event even in the 

United States, and is certainly a step in the right direction towards gender equality; which is the fifth sustainable 

development goal set by the United Nations. 

Suryadevara’s story starts with a humble beginning in the city of Chennai in south India. She lost her father 

at a young age and was raised by a single mother along with her two siblings. She earned a bachelor’s and a 

master’s degree from the University of Madras. At the age of 22, she left Chennai and joined the MBA program 

at Harvard University. She began her career as an investment banker at UBS where she worked for a year and 

then joined General Motors. 

She was involved in many critical decisions and has played an instrumental role in General Motors strategies 

to navigate technological disruptions in the automotive industry. These strategies involved the purchase of an 

equity stake worth $500 million in the ride sharing application company Lyft as well as accepting a $2.25 billion 

investment from Softbank for General Motors autonomous vehicles division. She also manages General Motors 

$85 billion pension fund. In the quarter succeeding her appointment as CFO, General Motors financial statements 

have shown a 11.3% increase in total revenue from the same quarter in the preceding year. A major portion of 

this revenue comes from finance and lease income. 

Being the CFO of a large automotive manufacturer in the midst of uncertainty due to frequent disruptions 

in technology is a challenging job. To say the least, Ms. Suryadevara’s professional achievements are reflected in 

the various recognitions she has received which includes Young Global Leader (World Economic Forum), 40 

under 40 (Fortune magazine and Crain’s Detroit Business), Rising Stars (Automotive News) among others. These 

achievements justify her nomination for finance leader of the month.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Karthik Surendra Kamath 

1828613  

 A rare event where a woman was being appointed to a C-Suite position in the US as the CFO of GM Motors. 

 Her journey began from the University of Madras where she did her Bachelor's and Master's degree, moved 

to Harvard to complete her MBA. She is also a qualified Charted Accountant and Charted Financial Analyst. 

 She was involved in various critical decisions and played a major role in strategies adopted by GM Motors. 

Ms. Dhivya Suryadevara, CFA, CA 
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The National Pension System (NPS) was launched on 1st January, 2004 with the objective of providing 

retirement income to all the citizens. NPS aims to institute pension reforms and to inculcate the habit of saving 

for retirement amongst the citizens. 

Initially, NPS was introduced for the new government recruits (except armed forces). With effect from 

1st May, 2009, NPS has been provided for all citizens of the country including the unorganised sector workers on 

voluntary basis. 

 

NPS helps save tax in 3 ways: 

Sec 80CCE: Rs 1.5 Lakh  

Sec 80CCD(1B): Rs 1.5 Lakh 

 

TYPES OF NPS: 

 

 

 

  

NPS – Widened Scope  
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TYPES OF FUNDS IN NPS: 

 

 

 

PROS and CONS: 

 

 

The assets overseen by the NPS are managed by the following: LIC Pension Fund Ltd. SBI Pension Funds Pvt, 

Kotak Mahindra Pension Fund Ltd. Reliance Capital Pension Fund Ltd. Birla Sunlife Pension Management Ltd. 

HDFC Pension Management Co. Ltd. ICICI Prudential Pension Funds Management Co. Ltd. UTI Retirement 

Solutions Ltd. 

 

REFERENCE:  

 

https://www.india.gov.in/spotlight/national-pension-system-retirement-plan-all#nps1 

 

 

Raji Sarveshwari Singh 

1828636  
 

Pros Cons

https://www.ndtv.com/business/national-pension-system-nps-rules-sbi-state-bank-of-india-lists-five-features-sbi-nps-nps-account-1829186
https://www.india.gov.in/spotlight/national-pension-system-retirement-plan-all#nps1
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 Card Tokenization   
 

 

Tokenization is a process in which the actual card details are replaced with a code that is generated randomly 

at the time of transaction. The code is called ‘token’ and it is unique for a particular combination of card 

credentials. Tokenization will help us to fight digital breaches as bank information cannot be duplicated. It was 

started by Shift4 Corporation and was made available to public during a Summit in Las Vegas, Nevada in 2005. 

  

 
 

This technique is an alternative to encryption and like others; tokenization also depends on regulatory 

acceptance and acceptance. On 8th January RBI permitted tokenization of contactless card transaction such as 

Near Field Communication (NFC), app based payment etc. The card issuers should also ensure easy access to 

customers for reporting loss of ‘identified device’ or any other such event which may expose tokens to 

unauthorized usage – The central bank. 

The registration for a token on card should be done in consent with customer through Additional Factor 

Authentication (AFA) and not by automatic selection or default or forced as per RBI guideline. 

 

 

 

 

 

REFERENCES: 

• https://www.livemint.com/Industry/FVEtwS9e0JB8sovjE94oxK/RBI-issues-guidelines-for-tokenisation-of-card-transactions.html  

• https://squareup.com/townsquare/what-does-tokenization-actually-mean 

 

 

Charuth Tom 

1827509 

  

RBI on 8
th

 Jan has permitted tokenization of all contactless card payments which will help 

to fight data breaches online. In tokenisation, actual card details are replaced with  a 

randomly generated number called as ‘token’.  This has to be done with customer consent 

using Additional Factor Authentication (AFA). 

https://www.livemint.com/Industry/FVEtwS9e0JB8sovjE94oxK/RBI-issues-guidelines-for-tokenisation-of-card-transactions.html
https://squareup.com/townsquare/what-does-tokenization-actually-mean
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The Alchemy of Finance 
In the book “The Alchemy of Finance” written by George Soros, the author looks 

at markets differently than most people do. It is a philosophical understanding of his 

approach to financial markets. He not only discusses theoretical methods, but also presents 

practical ways to help readers understand the current trends of the financial market. He 

says that ‘It is not present expectations that correspond to future events but future events 

that are shaped by present expectations.’ The book is broadly divided into 5 parts and 

further into chapters. 

One of the most interesting things in his book is the Theory of Reflexivity which 

argues that what people think about a circumstance influences the circumstance, and the 

situation shapes the peoples’ reasoning. He developed this theory as he failed to 

understand the nature of relationship between the mode of thinking and the actual state of affairs. It started out as 

an abstract philosophical speculation and only gradually did he discover its relevance to the behavior of stock 

prices.  

Soros also explains why it is extremely crucial to supervise financial institutions. Back in the 1930 where 

banks had experienced huge failures, the banks attracted many a new set of managers who carried out the business 

aggressively. During this time there was tremendous demand for oil and money piled up in countries that had a 

huge stock but with petrodollars, banks found many takers and lenders which resulted in the uncontrollable chaos 

and the banks found it difficult to disengage themselves from this process. 

Part three of the book talks about how the strength of the dollar had become a big problem for the US which 

forced the country to take measures to decline the dollar and explains the real time experiments he conducted 

during December 1985 when the market continued to remain weak. Soros likewise examines a few signs which 

helped him decide if the market was strong or not. The market with its unknown fluctuations and the decrease in 

vehicle sales indicated that the negative side is progressively arising. Other than that, real estate business also 

showed indications of battle, in this way adding to the proof further. This drop in the economy was a reasonable 

sign that the nation is going towards gloom.  

The author in the next part continues to evaluate the experiments he conducted, the results of which were 

not what he quite expected. Results of the two phases were completely different from each other. Phase 1 showed 

his approach to be successful while Phase 2 was not. He agrees that his approach wasn’t the best one and states 

that it is important to distinguish between the capability to predict events in the future and 

its capacity to produce profits in the market.  

To sum up, this was a partial window into the mind of a highly successful investor 

and as such the ideas contained within have added real value. Although few scenarios 

might not be relevant in today’s context, it is always better to have knowledge of the 

past. Many find this book not easily understandable because of the language. Although 

the book is not a light read, it is highly recommended for those who are keen to know 

financial markets actually function as opposed to academic know how.   

 Aishwarya S 

1828209 

 His views about the financial market "It is not present expectations that correspond 

to future events but future events that are shaped by present expectations.” 

 Theory of Reflexivity: - What people think about a circumstance influences the 

circumstance, and the situation shapes the peoples' reasoning. 
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The year 2008 witnessed one of the worst financial crisis since the 

Great Depression of 1929. This led to the Great Recession of 2008 

which affected many countries, some of which are still recovering from.  

The movie “The Big Short” talks about the credit bubble that caused 

losses to nearly millions of people around the world and also about the 

people who foresaw it and made a once-in-a lifetime profit from the 

crisis. It covers a period in the finance industry that defied conventional 

economic wisdom, when large mortgages were extended to people who had no collateral and, frequently, no job.  

The plot revolves around a Dr Mike Burry is a man with Asperger syndrome, a glass eye and no social 

skills, who studies the most abstruse economic data while locked in a room with blaring heavy metal music who 

profits from the very same crisis that rocked every country’s economy.  

The film utilizes an assortment of gadgets to clarify complex items. The diversion Jenga is appeared to 

show appraisals of home loan supported securities and New York gourmet expert Anthony Bourdain clarifies 

collateralised obligation commitments with fish stew.  

Along these lines it figures out how to cover credit default swaps and — definitely a first in film — a 

clarification of an ISDA agreement, as it winds its way through the top to the crumple of Bear Stearns, 

Countrywide and afterward, calamitously, Lehman Brothers. In any case, as the pace ascends, there is as yet a 

risk people may lose all sense of direction in the multifaceted nature.  

All things considered, there are some incredible in-jokes, for example, Goldman's disposition to client 

relations or Lehman begging withdrawing representatives not converse with the press, even as senior 

administration's activities cost a large number of occupations, undermine worldwide market strength and win 

them a famous spot in world history.  

For all the stimulation, at its heart this is a furious movie that points its punches in a few bearings, from the 

unsuspecting to the vocation disapproved at all dimensions of the machine: banks, mortgage sellers, market 

analysts, rating agencies, the media and the regulators all take a hit. The movie emphasises on how, where every 

industry took a hit, some who foresaw it, profited from it as well.  

 

 

 

 

Janani BS 

REFERENCES:            1828204     
Hooton, C. (n.d.). Retrieved from Independent : https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/films/reviews/the-big-short-review-they-did-it-they-made- the-financial-crisis-intelligible-and-entertaining-a6774231.html 

Travers,P. (n.d.). Retrieved from Rolling Stone: https://www.rollingstone.com/movies/movie-reviews/the-big-short-106949/  

The Big Short 

 The paradox here is the film did not quite resolve the major problem that most of the bankers 

who wrecked the American economy were driven by extreme greed.  

 Michael Burry, a man with minimum social skills found that the housing market is propped 

up on bad loans and by the laws of economic gravity; it was bound to eventually tumble down. 

However, his own investors dismissed him as a naïve person but he is determined to resolve 

the short in the market. 

 Along these lines it figures out how to cover credit default swaps and — definitely a first in 

film — a clarification of an ISDA agreement, as it winds its way through the top to the 

crumple of Bear Stearns, Countrywide and afterward, calamitously, Lehman Brothers. 
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Surprise Finance Facts  

20%  
The United States 

generates more than 

20% of the world’s 

GDP with about 4% 

of the world’s 

population. 

Karnataka, is 

known as the “Cradle of 

Indian Banking” because 

the state has given rise to 

many banks such as 

Canara, Vyasa, 

Karnatake Bank, etc.  

₹ 1 

 
The first bank 

note printed in 

independent India 

was a one rupee 

note. 

Its 505, not 

500! 
The S&P isn’t a basket 

of 500 stocks. It 

comprises of 505 stocks 

because some of the 

companies have issued 

multiple share classes. 

 

 

The Financial 

year of RBI is 

from 1st July to 

30th June. 

Vaishakh K 

1827532 
 

Zimbabwe has 

experienced the worst 

inflation in the world-

6.5 sextillion percent 

in November 2008.  

Similar situation of 

hyperinflation 

happened in 

Venezuela in 2018. 
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The Indian airline industry is the third largest industry in the world with a revenue of US$ 308.75 million 

per year. It is one of the industries in which the government allowed 100% FDI. The airline industry is a capital-

intense industry where more capital is required. It is one of the industries which grew at an average rate of 16% 

from the year 2001. Though there is growth in the number of customers, crises are eating away the profits of the 

company. The main reason for the crises in the industry is also due to the capital requirement of this industry if 

we consider the crises of Kingfisher airlines or Jet Airways main problem in both the cases is capital requirement 

and non-payment of their expenses. As per the report issued by CRISIL in an airline industry main expenses are 

incurred for fuel (35- 40%) and second, the highest expense is due to rentals and maintenance (30-40%).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every industry undergoes some crisis similarly airline industry is undergone many changes if we consider 

data from 1998-2010 there are nearly 33 mergers and acquisition (partially or fully). These mergers and 

acquisition were happened to improve the performance and to come out of the crisis. For example, if we consider 

United airlines and continental airlines merger which happened in the year 2010. This merger helped poor 

performing united airlines to improve its score. Which is shown in below graph. 

Similarly, in India M&A can help the airline industry to create 

a company with a strong customer base in a certain route and improve 

assets usage by sharing their infrastructure. This helps airline 

companies to improve their operational efficiency which helps the 

development of both the companies and leaves Indian airlines to face 

foreign company competition. So, the merger can be a solution but 

after the merger, performance must be carried over years to be 

profitable.  
 

BCC: Banker-Charnes- Cooper model to measure efficiency;  DEA- Data Envelopment Analysis 
UA-United Airlines; CON- Continental Airlines; UACON- Merged Airlines 

 

REFERENCES: 

 

o https://www.indiatoday.in/business/story/jet-airways-financial-crunch-key-points-to-know-about-financial-crisis-1402161-2018-12-

04 
o https://www.crisilresearch.com/#/industry/airlineserv 

o https://www.ibef.org/industry/indian-aviation.aspx 
o https://www.livemint.com/Opinion/63uRs1nOypm4GVPUBXFbYJ/The-Indian-aviation-sectors-many-problems.html 

Crisis in Airline Industry 

 

Jet Airways Crisis 

 

 

• Consecutive quarterly losses in financial year 

2018 which is summing up to 3665.5 crores. 

• Aviation turbine fuel burden.  

• Low cost Model 

• Reduced operations (cancelling of 14 flights in a 

day) 

• Non-payment of salary 

Vishnu Vardhan 

1827522 

https://www.indiatoday.in/business/story/jet-airways-financial-crunch-key-points-to-know-about-financial-crisis-1402161-2018-12-04
https://www.indiatoday.in/business/story/jet-airways-financial-crunch-key-points-to-know-about-financial-crisis-1402161-2018-12-04
https://www.crisilresearch.com/#/industry/airlineserv
https://www.ibef.org/industry/indian-aviation.aspx
https://www.livemint.com/Opinion/63uRs1nOypm4GVPUBXFbYJ/The-Indian-aviation-sectors-many-problems.html
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As the Indian banking sector is grappling with high NPAs and irregularities in credit dispersal, the current news 

on nepotism in ICICI Bank is viewed seriously by all stakeholders. It should be noted that the banking sector has 

not yet come out of the repercussions of Vijaya Mallya and Nirav Modi scandals. A brief summary of the events 

in connection with the present scandal: 

• In December 2008 Chanda Kochhar’s husband Deepak Kochhar incorporated a company called Nupower 

Renewables Pvt. Ltd. 

• In April 2009, Chanda Kochhar took over the position of MD and CEO of ICICI Bank. 

• In September 2009 ICICI Bank sanctioned loan of ₹ 1875 crore to Videocon Group.  

• The next day ₹ 64 Crores was transferred from Videocon to Nupower Company through Supreme, a 

Videocon group company. 

• After 2009 till 2012 additional loans of ₹ 1400 Crores sanctioned to Videocon by ICICI Bank. Most of these 

loans later became NPAs and Chanda Kochhar was alleged of quid-pro-quo in sanctioning these loans. 

• In 2016 ICICI Board had given a clean chit to Chanda Kochhar that there is no conflict of interest in 

sanctioning the loan to Videocon Group. 

• But based on allegations made by investor Arvind Gupta, the board asked Chanda Kochhar to go on leave. 

• Sandip Bakshi is appointed in place of Chanda Kochhar. 

• In Jan 2019 CBI files FIR and ICICI Bank sacks Chanda Kochhar. 

If we look deep into these kinds of cases, the reason for them is poor corporate governance in the top management 

of banks. Other reasons are pressures from politicians and beurocrats who are executing their agenda by 

interfering in decision making in banks.  

In the present scandal at ICICI Bank, the real issue is of conflict of interest and non-disclosure. ICICI Bank board 

claimed that they followed all prescribed protocol while sanctioning loan to Videocon group. Chanda Kochhar 

being present in the loan sanctioning committee did not specifically disclose the connection between her 

husband’s business and Videocon. This violated Code of Conduct in connection with conflict of interest. Now 

she is accused of cheating, conspiracy, taking gratification and criminal misconduct. All of these allegations come 

from just one misconduct on her part which is non-disclosure. 

Coming to the NPA scenario in Indian Banking sector, according to FICCI, only 40% of 

NPAs could be recovered. It is to be noted that of all the NPA’s, 85% of them are from 

big corporates. Coming to solving the problem of NPAs we need to go a long way. There 

has to be concentrated efforts from the banks as well as RBI and the government. One 

important area is definitely improved corporate governance practices in Indian Banks. 
References: 

• Business Line newspaper; Economic Times  
  

Nepotism at ICICI Bank 
 ICICI Bank former CEO Chanda Kochhar accused of 

nepotism. 

 Amount involved in the scandal: Rs 3250 crores. 

 Charged u/s 420 and 120B of the IPC Act and Sec 7 and 13(2) 

of prevention of Corruption Act. 

 

Abhinay Paladugu 

1828602 
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Regulator said that 
 

SEBI:  

 

SEBI proposes easier rules for REITs, InvITs: To make REITs (Real Estate Investment Trusts) and InvITs 

(Infrastructure Investments Trusts) more attractive, markets regulator SEBI came out with a new set of proposals 

to provide flexibility to the issuers in terms of fund raising and increasing the access of these investment vehicles 

to investors. SEBI has allowed strategic investors like registered NBFC, scheduled commercial bank and 

international multilateral financial institutions to participate in the public issues of such trusts. Such investors are 

already allowed in InvITs. SEBI has allowed REITs to lend to the underlying holding company, but despite 

various earlier relaxations, listings have not taken place. 

 

Insider trading blues for corporate chiefs: Corporate India’s top bosses are jittery about the new insider trading 

(the illegal practice of trading on the stock exchange to one's own advantage through having access to confidential 

information) regulations being implemented by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI). Under this, 

company insiders will have to disclose details of all people with whom they have significant financial 

relationships and also are required to find out the annual income of their relatives to make appropriate disclosures. 

As per SEBI’s Prevention of Insider Trading (PIT) regulations, boards of all the listed companies are expected to 

prepare a list of designated persons. These are the people who have reasonable access to price sensitive 

information. The list could include promoters of the company, board members, and other key functionaries, due 

to this top corporate bosses are worried that they could be made liable if any of the data pertaining to the income 

of their relatives is found incorrect.  

 

RBI:  

 

RBI wants more private firms to set up payment systems: The RBI has said that there is a need for multipronged 

action to strengthen the retail digital payment system, due to which RBI has outlined norms for private parties for 

the development of retail payment systems in the country like IMPS, UPI. With regard to entry point norms for 

entities, the paper said a judicious approach needs to be adopted with regard to net worth criteria. It also makes a 

case for alignment of regulatory framework to encourage enhanced participation of both bank and non-bank 

entities. 

 
REFRENCES: 

1. SEBI: 
a) https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/sebi-proposes-easier-rules-for-reits-

invits/articleshow/67693308.cms 

b) https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/insider-trading-blues-for-corporate-
chiefs/articleshow/67681607.cms 

2. RBI: 

a) https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/startups/newsbuzz/rbi-wants-more-private-firms-to-set-

uppaymentsystems/articleshow/67637469.cms             

    

   Aanya Goyal  

1827535  

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/sebi-proposes-easier-rules-for-reits-invits/articleshow/67693308.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/sebi-proposes-easier-rules-for-reits-invits/articleshow/67693308.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/insider-trading-blues-for-corporate-chiefs/articleshow/67681607.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/insider-trading-blues-for-corporate-chiefs/articleshow/67681607.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/startups/newsbuzz/rbi-wants-more-private-firms-to-set-uppaymentsystems/articleshow/67637469.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/startups/newsbuzz/rbi-wants-more-private-firms-to-set-uppaymentsystems/articleshow/67637469.cms
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Economic Numbers Speak  
 

Economic Indicators 15th December, 

2018 

15th January, 

2019 

Percentage 

Change 

SENSEX 35,962.93 36,318.33 0.988% 

Nifty 50 10,805.45 10,886.80 0.753% 

S&P 500 2,599.95 2,610.30 0.398% 

FTSE 6,845.20 6,895.00 0.728% 

Gold 32,535.00 33,400.00 2.659% 

Oil 3,803.00 3,726.00 2.025% 

INR to USD 71.96 71.10 1.197% 

USD Treasury Yield 2.89% 2.72% 5.882% 

Indian 10-year Bond rate 7.44% 7.47% 0.430% 

Economic Indicators Current Rate 
Expected 

Rate 

GDP 7.20% 7.44% 

Inflation 2.19% 4.36% 

Repo Rate 6.50% 6.75% 
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HIGHLIGHTS OF BUDGET 2019 
 

Tax: 
 

1. Within 2 years, Tax assessment will be done electronically and IT returns processing in just 24 hours 

2. Minimum 14% revenue of GST to states by Central Govt. 

3. Custom duty has abolished from 36 Capital Goods 

4. Recommendations to GST council for reducing GST rates for home buyers 

5. Full Tax rebate upto 5 lakh annual income after all deductions and Standard deduction has increase from 

40000 to 50000 

6. Exempt on tax on second self-occupied house 

7. Ceiling Limit of TDS: 

• u/s 194A has increased from 10000 to 40000 

• u/s 194I has increased from 180000 to 240000 

8. Capital tax Benefit u/s 54 has increased from investment in one residential house to two residential houses. 

9. Benefit u/s 80IB has increased to one more year i.e. 2020 

10. Benefit given on unsold inventory increased from one year to two years 

 

Other Areas: 

 

1. State share has increased to 42% 

2. PCA restriction has abolished from 3 major banks 

3. 2 lakhs seats will be increased for the reservation of 10% 

4. Rs. 60000 crores for MNREGA 

5. Rs. 1.7 Lakh crore to ensure food for all 

6. 22nd AIIMS to be opened in Haryana 

7. Rs. 6000 per annum to be given to every farmer having upto 2-hectare land, applicable from Sept 2018. 

Amount will be transferred in 3 installments 

8. National Kamdhenu Ayog for cows. Rs. 750 crores for National Gokul Mission 

9. 22% interest subvention for farmers pursuing animal husbandry and separate department for fisheries 

10. 2% interest subvention for farmers affected by natural calamities and additional 3% interest subvention 

for timely payment. 

11. Tax free Gratuity limit increase to 20 Lakhs from 10 Lakhs 

12. Bonus will be applicable for workers earning 21,000 monthly 

13. The scheme, called Pradhan Mantri Shram Yogi Mandhan, to provide assured monthly pension of Rs. 

3,000 with contribution of Rs. 100 per month for workers in unorganized sector after 60 years of age. 

14. 2% interest relief for MSME GST registered person 

15. 26 weeks of Maternity Leaves to empower the women 

16. More than Rs. 3 Lakhs crores for defence 

17. One lakh digital villages in next 5 years 

18. Single window for approval of India film makers 
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